
OPTIONAL

WINEIDEA software
Wineemotion has designed software for monito-
ring its systems which is modern, functional, 
and aesthetic in its design.
The software is made available in three versions, 
to meet any needs.

The QUATTRO + 4 model permits, even with extremely compact internal dimensions, the 
ability to set two climatic areas each dedicated to two different kinds of wine. For example:
4 whites + 4 red. Through the flex technology, it is also possible to configure either the 
classical solution 4+4 or the new solution 5+3 (5 red + 3 white).
Particular care has been dedicated to the refrigeration that uses the best technologies, 
making the dispenser extremely high performance in every kind of climate.

The OTTO model is high technology in an elegant and modern design. This machine can be 
used in every situation. Its self service use capabiliy with wine card technology or finger 
print has revolutionized the way to drink wine in the world.
Particular care has been dedicated to the refrigeration which integrates the best existing 
technology ensuring high performances for the machine in every kind of climate.

The CINQUE model combines quality, design, elegance and silent functioning at the top of 
its category. The system has a unique climatic area, allowing the placement of five bottles, 
in an extreme reduced package.
It is suggested for smaller installations and is perfect for residential or commercial use.

Customizations

Besides two various colors,
the dispenser allows the 
endowment of covers in several 
essences of wood and frontal 
serigraphies. (Optional)

Flex technology

Through the flex technology 
it’s easy to manage both 
solutions QUATTRO+4 and the 
new CINQUE+3.

Display system

Designed to offer maximum 
functionality; the mechanical 
buttons are very robust and high 
quality and particularly resistant 
to wear and with a graphical LCD 
display.

LED lighting 

Intelligent RGB LED lights for a 
wide variety of environments. 
(Optional)

Fingerprint

The dispenser is also available 
with the system of biometric 
recognition. (Optional)

Lifting bottles

The lifting system with 
pneumatic pistons normally 
extended.

Isol Plus tap

Preserves unchanged aroma 
and perfumes, in order to 
maintain bottles perfectly 
insulated between them and to 
preserve the product for several
weeks.

System activation

The dispenser can be managed without distinction as 
"Back bench" (without wine card), "self-service" (with 
wine card) and, exclusively, with the "fingerprint" (system 
biometric recognition).
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39,44 inch

25 inch

13,83 inch

167 lbs

90~260vac - 250W

50~60 Hz

26,67 inch

25 inch

13,83 inch

TA 99 lbs | TC 119 lbs

50~60 Hz

90~260vac - TA 60W | TC 130W

39,44 inch

25 inch

13,83 inch

TA 143 lbs  | TC 165 lbs

90~260vac - TA 75W | TC 200W

50~60 Hz
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY DESIGN.

The new model QUATTRO is a high-tech machine characterized by a particular simplicity of use and installation.
Among the features we can find on-board integration of the cylinder of argon to make a simple and effective plug & play system.
Particularly efficient the new thermal glass door with side opening.

Display Control

An elegant display for simple and 
quick activiation of the whole 
system.

Screws and Go

The new technology of preserving wine "Screws and Go" 
involves the use of a small cylinder of argon 
interchangeable within the dispenser. (model COMBO)

The fingerprint reader simplifies the use of the 
dispenser using fingerprint recognition; such a reader 
is particularly suitable in all those application contexts 
where you want to exercise a secure access control.

Our reader allows you to read the chip cards, 
albeit with extremely small dimensions compact. The 
main features of the reader are LED lighting, which 
allows you to view the status of the card, and an 
unprecedented speed of reading and writing.

The nitrogen generator generator is used to provide 
unlimited inert gas, in those places where the supply of 
gas becomes difficult to provide. In more complex 
locations, the generator can be provided with a special 
network interface tcp/ip wi-fi , in order to be able to 
monitor the status with the software WineIDEA.

TECHNOLOGY FOR CUSTOMER.

DUE, the new model branded Wineemotion, encloses in its 
small size, the whole technology of the professional 
dispensers, making the pleasure of the wine a unique 
experience in your home.

due

10 inch

19,8 inch

10,9 inch

TA 22 lbs

100/240W 1A

50~60 Hz
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Division of zones

Preserve both red and white wines in 
a single unit with the division of 
zones (Optional).

21,61 inch

22,26 inch

12,56 inch

TA 83 lbs | TC 99 lbs

50~60 Hz

TA 220vac - 50W | TC 130W
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21,61 inch

22,87 inch

12,56 inch

TA 83 lbs | TC 99 lbs

50~60 Hz

TA 220vac - 50W | TC 130W
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WINEEMOTION was born from work experience of its two 
founding members, Riccardo Gosi and Fabio Frasi.

In order to enhance and make the most recognizable dispensers, 
Wineemotion has relied on 'identification between customers and 
Wineemotion brand, offering products highly customizable.

OUR MISSION
Work every day to improve our products.

Technological excellence, quality materials,
ecology and design. Perfect combination.

  operating in 

more than19 countries,
continuous expansion

3 lines of products
to satisfy all
requirement

over

4 million glasses
served by our systems
throughout the world

The versatile and attractive design, combines technology and 
attention to detail, details that make each machine a perfect work 
of true Italian craftsmanship, able to adapt to all types of uses and 
settings.
The will to grow and to make a growing sector, is the motivation 
of Wineemotion.


